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A multidimensional-scaling approach is used to analyze
frequently used medical-topic terms in queries submit-
ted to aWeb-based consumer health information system.
Based on a year-long transaction log file, five medical
focus keywords (stomach, hip, stroke, depression, and
cholesterol ) and their co-occurring query terms are ana-
lyzed. An overlap-coefficient similarity measure and a
conversion measure are used to calculate the proximity
of terms to one another based on their co-occurrences
in queries. The impact of the dimensionality of the visual
configuration, the cutoff point of term co-occurrence
for inclusion in the analysis, and the Minkowski met-
ric power k on the stress value are discussed. A visual
clustering of groups of terms based on the proximity
within each focus-keyword group is also conducted.Term
distributions within each visual configuration are charac-
terized andare comparedwith formalmedical vocabulary.
This investigation reveals that there are significant differ-
ences between consumer health query-term usage and
more formal medical terminology used by medical pro-
fessionals when describing the same medical subject.
Future directions are discussed.

Introduction

Research and development of consumer-health vocabular-
ies has received growing attention in the literature. Research
on health information consumers’ understanding of medi-
cal terms and concepts has focused primarily on relatively
short lists of discrete terms in various specialties (Zeng
et al., 2007). Studies have shown that consumer health
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search terms are more heterogeneous, and even less well
defined, than professional terms, and therefore consumer
health-vocabulary development has proven to be particularly
challenging (Zielstorff, 2003).When health-information con-
sumers searched for complicated health information they
tended to use simplistic queries due to limited knowledge
of medical vocabulary (Zeng et al., 2006). In order to assist
health information consumers to articulate their search strate-
gies and to improve retrieval effectiveness, researchers devel-
oped a health-information-query assistant system to help
health-information consumers’ online searching (Zeng &
Crowell, 2006). In another study, researchers proposed a
consumer-health-term familiarity model, which can be used
to predict consumer recognition and understanding of terms
in the health domain (Keselman et al., 2007). Medical vocab-
ulary and terminology and their semantic relationships, such
as broader terms, narrower terms, and related terms are well
established for medical professionals in a variety of medical
thesauri or subject headings includingMedical SubjectHead-
ings, or MeSH (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/MBrowser.
html). Medical vocabulary and terminology play a crucial
role in medical practice and research. However, technical
medical vocabulary and terminology may not be known and
used by laypeople to describe the same concept in their
everyday lives. Technical vocabulary, although precise, may
present a barrier that can affect an individual’s ability to
obtain, process, and understand basic health-information ser-
vices needed to make appropriate health decisions (Zorn,
Allen, & Horowitz, 2004). A better understanding of terms
used by health-information consumers would improve com-
munication between consumers and medical professionals,
and enhance the effectiveness of health decision-making of
health-information consumers.
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There are many ways that one can obtain information
about medical-term-use behavior by health-information con-
sumers, for example, by using surveys and interviews.
However, a transaction-log analysis of queries submitted to
a health-information system is more comprehensive, accu-
rate, and reliable. Web-transaction-log analysis, which refers
to the study of users’ online activities on a given Web site,
has attracted the attention of researchers for many years.
Web-transaction analysis can reveal first-hand and real-world
behavior and interests of users. It enables researchers to better
understand Web site user behaviors and the service quality
that the Web site provides. It also can be used to optimize
the effectiveness of information services. Web-transaction-
log analysis of user queries can focus on a traditional online
public access catalog (OPAC) system in a library setting
(Cooper, 2001), public search engines (Hoelscher, 1998; Sil-
verstein, Marais, Henzinger, & Moricz, 1999; Spink, Jansen,
Wolfram, & Saracevic, 2002) or specialized environments
such as an academic Web site (Wang, Berry, &Yang, 2003).
Yi, Beheshti, Cole, Leide, and Large (2006) provided an
overview of the frequency distributions of single terms, term
pairs, and multiterm queries submitted to several history and
psychology databases. In a health-related log analysis study
by Herskovic, Tanaka, Hersh, and Bernstam (in press), the
number of queries, number of distinct users, queries per user,
words per query, common words, Boolean operator use, com-
mon phrases, result set size, MeSH categories, and other data
were analyzed based on a one-day transaction log. Simi-
larly, McCray, Ide, Loan, and Tse (2004), examined queries
submitted to the ClinicalTrials.gov system to develop tech-
niques to help support consumer health-information seeking.
Another approach used on transaction logs is flow analysis,
which focuses on users’ visitation flows in and out of Web
sites (Eick, 2001). These analyses reveal which Web sites
direct visitors to a given Web site, and where visitors go to
when they leave the site. Such knowledge can be valuable
for promoting Web site contents. In a similar vein, transac-
tion logs can provide data for assessing the market share of
online health-information systems (Wood, Benson, LaCroix,
Siegel, & Fariss, 2005).

Studies reveal that coword analysis is a powerful method
for discovering associations among research topics, and
for revealing hidden connections that may be not obvious
(Callon, 1986; Coulter, Monarch, & Konda, 1998; Courtial
& Law, 1989). Cluster density is used to measure the strength
of the links that connect the words within a cluster. Cluster
density was used as a good indicator of the cluster’s capacity
to maintain itself (Callon, Courtial, & Laville, 1991). Cluster
centrality, which can be defined as the sum of all external link
values (Turner, Chartron, Laville, & Michelet, 1988), can be
used to assess the strength of a cluster’s interaction with other
neighboring clusters.

Clustering techniques are widely applied in medi-
cal research domains such as medical-image clustering
(Masulli & Schenone, 1999), multidimensional heteroge-
neous microbiological data clustering (Tsymbal, 2005),
molecular biology- and biomedicine-literature clustering

(Nenadić, Mima, Spasić, Ananiadou, & Tsujii, 2002), and
other medical-data clustering (Villmann & Albani, 2001).

Both traditional statistical approaches and information
visualization approaches, which were first introduced by
Robertson, Card, and Mackinlay (1989), can be applied
to transaction-log data to analyze word usage patterns
or behavior of health-information consumers. Information-
visualization approaches may be more effective for this
purpose than tables and values summarizing query charac-
teristics. McCormick, DeFanti, and Brown (1987) define
visualization as a method of computing that transforms
the symbolic into the geometric, enables researchers
to observe their simulations and computations, offers a
method for seeing the unseen, enriches the process of
scientific discovery, and fosters profound and unexpected
insights.

Information visualization transcends traditional data anal-
ysis. The visual presentation generated by an information-
visualization approach enables people to observe multiple
perspectives of relationships among objects, which is beyond
what a traditional statistical method can reveal. For instance,
a clustering algorithm may produce clusters from a dataset,
but it may not include how these clusters are related, and how
an object in one cluster is related to objects in other clusters.
Some clustering application packages may offer a hierarchi-
cal structure to reveal clustering relationship outcomes. In
such a tree structure, siblings within a category can be easily
identified, and adjacent subclusters or objects can be recog-
nized. However, it is possible that if two clusters or objects
are relevant to each other, they may be situated far away from
each other in the tree structure. This is because in the tree
structure, neighboring relations are used to display the closest
clusters or objects, but this simple way of using neighbor-
ing positions is incapable of illustrating more complicated
and multiple relationships among objects. In addition, it does
not offer the degree to which any two objects are related to
each other. In contrast, a visualization presentation provides a
richer information environment, presents an overview of the
displayed objects, illustrates the contexts of an interest area
or object, and may offer an interactive means for information
exploration.

There is a wide spectrum of available information-
visualization techniques and applications, the main examples
of which are Pathfinder associative networks (Chen, 1999;
Fowler, Fowler, & Wilson, 1991; Schvaneveldt, Durso, &
Dearholt, 1989;), self-organizing maps (Kohonen, 2001;
Kohonen et al., 2000; Lin, Soergel, & Marchionini, 1991),
and multidimensional-scaling (MDS) analysis (Kruskal,
1964a, 1964b; Torgerson, 1952; Walter & Ritter; 2002).

Another exploratory statistical technique that has been
applied is factor analysis. One advantage of factor analy-
sis is that it can recognize certain properties of correlations
between identified variables that multidimensional-scaling
and cluster analysis cannot recognize. For example, factor
analysis has been used to segment the online user groups of a
Web portal based on a transaction-log file (Jiang, Fu, Wang,
Lin,&Chen, 2005) and computer user groups (Carson, 1975),
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to analyze user cognition and emotion to alleviate discom-
fort felt during human-computer interaction (Ramsay, 1997),
and to conduct Oriental-medicine data mining (Shim & Xu,
2003).

Among these information-visualization techniques, MDS
has many advantages: (a) The data used in multidimensional-
scaling analysis is relatively free of any distributional
assumptions; (b) It can handle various types of data includ-
ing ordinal, interval, and ratio-level data; (c) It is mature
and widely used in many application domains; and (d) Many
commercial software packages incorporate MDS, for exam-
ple, SPSS and noncommercial software packages like XGvis
(Buja, Swayne, Littman, Dean, & Hofmann, 2001). MDS is
the visualization technique used for this study.

MDS was used by Vaughan (2006) to analyze linguis-
tic and cultural differences using Web colinks on differ-
ent Web sites. Although there have been a number of
studies of Web-transaction-log analysis using information-
visualization techniques, research to date has not addressed
the visualization of health-term-usage analysis based on user
queries. The objectives of this study are to investigate users’
query-searching behaviors in a consumer health-information
system, to useMDS-based informationvisualization to exam-
ine query-term co-occurrence relationships, to visually reveal
groups of frequently used medical terms and the terms with
which they co-occur, and to provide insight into semantic
relationships among these terms.

Utilization of query-log analysis for enhancement of
health-information-oriented thesauri and indexes have both
practical and theoretical significance. First, the terms from
a transaction log come directly from end users. These
terms may differ from the vocabulary used by experts or
in thesauri and indexes. But the users of health-information
databases supported by controlled thesauri and indexes are
frequently health-information consumers and not experts
who are familiar with the content of thesauri and indexes.
The terminology consumers elect to use as search terms in
a health-information retrieval system may differ from more
formal vocabularies. These keywords also should be reflected
in health-information-oriented thesauri and indexes. Second,
the term relationships identified from clustering analysis are
user-oriented.These relationshipsmaynot fall into traditional
sibling or generic-specific relationships. Nevertheless, these
relationshipsmay reveal information beyondmore traditional
types of term relationships.

We believe that user-oriented health-information thesauri
and indexes would better serve system users and achieve bet-
ter performance in terms of both retrieval effectiveness and
efficiency. Utilization of query-log analysis for enhancement
of health-information-oriented thesauri and indexes would
definitelymakehealth-information thesauri and indexesmore
user-oriented rather than expert-oriented.

The goals of this study are to

1. Better understand consumer-health information-seeking
behavior in terms of frequently used medical keywords
and the terms with which they co-occur.

2. Provide health-information professionals with useful and
first-hand information, which can be used to update and
revise health thesauri, or subject-heading systems, or clas-
sifications, by identifying new related terms from users’
perspectives.

3. Shed light on how health-information consumers express
a health subject. This may be different than the way med-
ical experts and professionals articulate the same topic.
A better understanding of these differences will allow
doctors and health professionals to understand these
differences and better serve their consumers.

4. Offer useful information for administrators of health-
information portals or information systems and Web-
masters of health-information Web sites. The findings
may enable them to optimize Web content, information
organization, and database structure.

5. Assist health-information searchers in formulating their
queries by providing themwith user-oriented related terms
for specific search topics.

6. Present a research methodology for similar research in the
health-information field. Researchers can apply the same
research method and visualization approach to various
health subjects of interest.

Research Method Description

The user transaction log used in this study is from Health-
Link, a consumer health-information portal maintained by
the Medical College of Wisconsin (MCW; Hong, 2004). In
2006, HealthLink received an average of 266,000 visitors and
about 1,675,000 page views each month. The Web site has a
searchable database of more than 1,700 full-text articles on
47 health-topic categories and a searchable provider direc-
tory for MCW physicians and clinics. Users of HealthLink
come from all over the world, based on Internet Protocol (IP)
address identification, but most are from NorthAmerica. The
investigated data is a one-year user log file collected for 2005.
The log recorded more than 370,000 non–empty queries (i.e.,
containing at least one term), which provided a rich set of
data from which to mine query terms of interest. The nature
of HealthLink, the richness of its data, and the diversity of
the users offer an ideal environment for the study.

The raw user log file, which contains a variety of data,
not all of which was relevant or useful to this study, was
processed so that needed data were extracted and organized
for the multidimensional-scaling analysis. The transaction-
log file included: the remote host or user IP address (which
was encrypted to maintain user anonymity), time stamp,
request, status, and data bytes. Query information from users
is described and reflected in the request. Queries culled from
the transaction log were parsed and stored in a MS Access
database. Terms from each query were extracted, and co-
occurring terms formultitermquerieswere identified.A term,
or keyword, is defined as a string of one ormore alphanumeric
characters delimited by nonalphanumeric characters (usu-
ally spaces or plus signs). This initial processing provided
the raw data from which focus keywords of interest and the
terms with which they co-occurred in queries were identified.
These lists also contained terms that were identified as stops.
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The establishment of a stopword list followed the same pro-
cedure. After a medical-subject focus keyword was selected,
all terms co-occurring with the focus keyword in queries
were isolated and extracted, and their frequencies were tab-
ulated. The co-occurring terms extracted from the queries
were ranked by their raw frequencies in descending order,
and then every term whose frequency was equal to or larger
than a frequency cutoff point was examined. Because terms
with a low frequency would also have a low number of co-
occurrences with other terms, these were deemed unsuitable
for the MDS analysis and were treated as stopwords. Words
serving grammatical functions such as at, of, in, how, what,
and so forth, and some verbs such as do, is, take, and so forth,
were categorized as stopwords as well. These words provided
no useful information for the later term-co-occurrence analy-
sis. It is worth pointing out that the terms whose frequencies
were below the cutoff point were not examined because they
were not considered in the term-co-occurrence analysis. We
recognize that there is the potential that some stopwords may
be meaningful in some contexts (e.g., a could be meaning-
ful if referring to vitamin a). This was not an issue for the
selected focus keywords.

The process of query segmentation extracts terms instead
of concept-based phrases from the queries. The co-
occurrence analysis was based on terms rather than concept-
based terms, which may be phrases.Although a stopword list
was used to filter most useless terms, some nonmedical and
non–health-related terms such as help, guidelines, national,
and institute still remained for the later co-occurrence anal-
ysis. These terms were kept because this study focused on
health-information consumers’ information-seeking behav-
iors. These terms were part of seeking behavior and the
terms only accounted for a very small proportion of all
the processed terms. Consequently, these non-medical and
non-health-related terms from the users’ queries should be
kept to reflect users’ behaviors in the co-occurrence analysis.

In the spirit of faithfully reflecting health-information
consumers’ information-seeking behaviors, we took a less
strict normalization strategy for the terms. Singular and plu-
ral forms were treated separately, and synonyms were not
controlled. Since the frequencies of misspellings were very
small, they were not taken into account. In most cases they
fell below the frequency cutoff and were not included in the
analysis.

The number of terms extracted from a health-information
consumer query log that could serve as focus keywords for
co-occurrence analysis could easily reach into the thousands,
ranging from meaningless grammatical function words to
meaningful medical words. It is clear that the relevance and
significance of the meaningful words will vary. It is highly
impractical to include all meaningful words in the study.
Five focus keywords were selected for their current level of
interest, frequency of occurrence in the transaction log, and
significance to public health:

Stroke: It is predicted that stroke will soon become the leading
cause of death worldwide (Feigin, 2005).

Depression: An estimated 9.5% of Americans aged 18 and
older, or about 1 in 10 adults, have a mood disorder in any
given year (National Institute of Mental Health, 2008).

Cholesterol: Cholesterol plays a crucial role in many bio-
chemical processes. High cholesterol levels are strongly
associated with cardiovascular disease. According to
Chronic Disease Prevention (Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 2003), each year cardiovascular disease
kills more Americans than cancer.

Hip: The hip joint supports the body weight in both static and
dynamic postures. Hip injuries and disorders are major
medical concerns, especially for older adults. In 2003,
there were more than 309,500 hospital admissions for hip
fractures, and the number of hip-fracture hospitalizations
increased 19% from 1993 to 2003 (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2006).

Stomach: Stomach-related diseases such as dyspepsia,
abdominal pain, peptic ulcer, stomach cancer, and so forth,
are common diseases.

The selected medical focus keywords in conjunction with
all their co-occurring terms were extracted and tabulated to
form new database tables, with any obvious misspellings cor-
rected. A second stopword list was applied to each term
list created from all co-occurrences resulting from their
appearance in queries containing each focus keyword. For
example, all terms that co-occurred only one time were
dropped because they would not provide adequate linkages
to other co-occurring terms. The table with the remaining
terms and co-occurrences was ranked based on the number
of co-occurrences among remaining termpairs.A cutoff point
was set to determine the group of co-occurring terms for the
visual analysis.This cutoff point reflected the number of other
terms with which the specific term co-occurred, and was not
based on the term’s overall frequency. The higher the cutoff
point, the higher the number of terms with which the specific
term co-occurred, and the fuller the matrix was of nonzero
co-occurrence values between terms. All terms whose co-
occurrences were larger than or equal to the cutoff point were
included in the analysis. Terms whose co-occurrences
were below the cutoff point were excluded. All remaining
terms were examined. In most cases the cutoff point was
2, except for one case (stomach), in which the cutoff point
was 3.

Information visualization includes a wide spectrum of
approaches or algorithms. Not all information-visualization
approaches employ clustering features. Whether information
visualization has a clustering feature depends on the visual
framework of a visual space, and the way objects are pro-
jected onto the visual space. Basically, the MDS method
attempts to faithfully preserve semantic relationships of the
objects from a high-dimensional space in a low-dimensional
space. When the objects in the high-dimensional space are
projected onto the low-dimensional space, the Euclidean dis-
tance between two objects represents the semantic strength
between the two objects in the high-dimensional space. Dur-
ing the regression process, the positions of the projected
objects in the visual space are adjusted so that the objects that
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are clustered together in the high-dimensional space are also
clustered together in the visual space. In other words, the
stronger the semantic connections among the objects are,
the closer the objects are located in the visual space, and
vice versa. Due to these characteristics, the objects that have
strong connections are clustered together in the visual space.
The mechanism of object projection in the visual space is
similar to a traditional clustering method, such as a hier-
archical clustering method. As a matter of fact, in a pilot
study the MDS visual analysis produced a result similar to
that of a traditional hierarchical clustering method. However,
cluster-membership judgment in this visual context is more
subjective.

As previously stated, MDS was chosen for this study
because theMDSapproach is sufficiently robust to accept any
distribution of data used, it allows different types of data to
be used, and provides visual clustering analysis for small-
to medium-sized data sets. These characteristics fit well the
nature of the HealthLink data set. SPSS was selected to con-
duct the MDS analysis because of its interface and processing
features, which made it easy to input data, and its features
for interactive results manipulation, along with powerful
and flexible graphic-display capabilities. Important param-
eters such as the dimensionality of the visual space, input
proximity-matrix format, Euclidean-distance-measure sup-
port, and stress threshold, for MDS analysis were also a
consideration.

After all eligible terms were identified, the next step was
to generate a term-term proximity matrix where the dissim-
ilarity between any two terms was calculated. In the input
matrix, a cell records the extent of dissimilarity between two
objects defined by the corresponding row and column of the
matrix. In order to produce such a matrix, a similarity algo-
rithm first had to be defined for the proximity calculation.
The similarity between two objects then had to be converted
to the corresponding dissimilarity to accommodate the MDS
analysis. Note that some software that supports MDS analy-
sis permits the use of similarity matrices. These, however, are
then converted to dissimilarity matrices. The version of SPSS
used for this study only supported the ALSCAL algorithm,
which requires a dissimilarity matrix.

Because the similarity measure, the stress value, and dis-
tance measure for the MDS analysis are vital and essential to
the study, a discussion of the definition of the similarity mea-
sure used, the impact of the important variables on the stress
value, and the selection of the Euclidean distance measure
are covered in more depth.

Basically, similarities among the involved objects ulti-
mately determine relationships of the objects in the identified
clusters, such as how many clusters there are in the dataset,
locations of these clusters, and contents/objects in these clus-
ters. Technically, the similarity measure plays an extremely
important role in the visualization of health-subject analy-
sis because it determines the object-object proximity matrix
for multidimensional-scaling analysis. The selection of a
similarity measure directly affects the final analysis results.
There are many similarity measures available, and each of

the measures has its strengths and weaknesses (Frakes &
Baeza-Yates, 1992; Korfhage, 1997; Meadow, 1992;
Rousseau, 1998; Salton, 1968, 1989; Zhang & Korfhage,
1999; Zhang & Rasmussen, 2001). Each of the measures may
fit a different situation. The Euclidean-distance-based simi-
larity was not employed for this study because it requires
a term-query matrix to support the distance calculation
between two terms. Furthermore, thematrix becomes unman-
ageably large because both the number of involved queries
and the number of different terms in the queries are numer-
ous in this study. Consequently, the establishment of such
a matrix presents a considerable computational burden. In
addition, the calculated distance between two objects also
needs to be normalized if it is to be used as the similarity
between the two objects. The overlap-coefficient measure is
simple and effective and it fits well with the study.

Properly selecting a suitable similarity measure for the
HealthLink log file assures sound and robust analysis results.
The selected similarity measure for this study, the overlap-
coefficient measure (Korfhage, 1997), is defined as

Sim(ti, tj) = Fij

MIN(Fi, Fj)
(1)

In Equation 1, ti and tj are two terms submitted in queries
by users. Sim(ti, tj) is the similarity or proximity value
between the two terms ti and tj. Valid values of Sim(ti, tj)
are between 0 and 1. F ij is the number of queries in which
terms ti and tj co-occur. F i and F j are the numbers of queries
in which terms ti and tj each occur, respectively. It is apparent
that F ij is always smaller than or equal to either F i or F j. As
matter of fact, the denominatorMIN(F i,F j) serves as ameans
of normalizing the frequency of the co-occurrences of the two
terms. There are many other ways to normalize the frequency
of co-occurring query terms in a similarity measure. In fact,
similarity measures are categorized by the method of nor-
malization. The reason that MIN(F i, F j) is selected as the
normalization method for this study is that in the investi-
gated HealthLink-log dataset, the occurrence of a selected
term is relatively higher while co-occurrences of this and
related terms are relatively lower. If one employs a denom-
inator like (F i +F j −F ij), (F2

i + F2
j )1/2, or other possible

normalization options, the relatively large occurrence of the
selected focus keyword would dominate the value of sim-
ilarity and overshadow the co-occurrence. As a result, the
calculated similarities between a selected focus keyword and
its co-occurring terms are not well distinguished from each
other. This does not promote good visualization because the
co-occurring terms may not be sufficiently well scattered in
the visual space. Using MIN(F i, F j) as the denominator can
solve this problem to some degree by avoiding the use of a
large, dominating term frequency in the calculation. Notice
that the selection of a different denominator as a normaliza-
tion method does not change the nature of the relationship
between the measured objects—it only changes the degree
to which they are related to each other. This is why the
more familiar and widely used cosine measure was not used.
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It works best for two objects that are proportionally similar
in terms of their weight distribution (Zhang & Rasmussen,
2001).

As mentioned above, the proximity matrix in the MDS
analysis in the version of SPSS used for this study requires
dissimilarities among objects; similarities of the objects
cannot be applied directly. The similarity between two
queries should be converted to the corresponding dissimilar-
ity. Observe that a valid value of Sim(ti, tj) is always between
0 and 1; this implies that the corresponding dissimilarity
DSim(ti, tj) can be defined as

DSim(ti, tj) = 1 − Sim(ti, tj) (2)

Obviously, a valid value of the converted DSim(ti, tj) also
falls between 0 and 1.

The stress value as an MDS analysis indicator plays an
essential and vital role in measuring the quality of an MDS
visual display. A good and acceptable stress value indicates
reliable clustering results in the visual space. Many fac-
tors affect the stress value of an MDS analysis. These factors
should be clearly identified and effectively manipulated to
minimize the stress value for a selected medical term and
its co-occurring terms and achieve an optimized clustering
result. In other words, the identification of these factors and
the control over them determine whether a visual clustering
analysis for a medical subject succeeds or not. The identifica-
tion of these factors and their control are discussed in detail
below.

A loss function, Kruskal Stress, Formula 1, or goodness-
of-fit value, is defined in Equation 3 below, which is used
for this study. It states that a least-squares method defines a
loss function that is a normalized sum of projection errors
over all pairs of objects. Here n is equal to the number of
all objects processed, dij is the Euclidean distance between
object xi and object xj in the visual configuration, and f (δij)

is the similarity between two objects xi and object xj in the
proximity matrix. Other methods for computing stress values
are also available, such as the S-stress calculation (Takane,
Young, & De Leeuw, 1977). There is no significant difference
between these two approaches.

The calculation method for the stress value in Equation 3
is selected because in the generation of a visual configuration
in the visual space, the location adjustment for the unordered
objects is based their Euclidean distances, as is the overall
stress value.Therefore, Equation 3more faithfully reflects the
nature of the objects in the Euclidean-distance-based visual
space. In fact, in our study, in order to assure the quality of
the clustering analysis, both Equation 3 as a primary indica-
tor and the squared correlation index (R2) as an additional
indicator are used to measure the MDS analysis results.

S =




n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(f(δij) − dij)
2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(dij)2




1/2

(3)

A stress value is used to measure or evaluate goodness-of-
fit between a produced visual configuration in the visual space
and an observed object-proximity matrix. In other words, the
stress value indicates the degree of correspondence between
the Euclidean distances among objects in the visual space
and proximity relationships among the objects described in
the input proximity matrix. It is clear that the smaller the
stress value is, the more faithfully the produced visual con-
figuration reflects the original relationships among objects,
and vice versa. In order to achieve a sound and robust result
for the study, the stress value must be controlled so that it
is within an accepted range. According to Kruskal (1964a),
general guidelines for stress values are 20% as poor perfor-
mance; 10% as fair performance; 5% as good performance;
2.5% as excellent performance; and 0% as an exact match.
This suggests that a stress value below about 10% (or .1) is
acceptable for this study.

It is widely recognized that multiple variables can affect
the stress value of an MDS-analysis result. Identifying
these variables and optimizing them to produce acceptable
stress values assures sound and robust results for the study.
According to our pilot study, when the number of involved
co-occurring terms of a selected focus keyword increases,
the corresponding stress value under the same experimental
environment tends to increase. For instance, when the cutoff
points for query-term co-occurrences for the selected focus
keyword stomach are set to 3, 4, 5, and 6, the corresponding
stress values are .08396, .09263, .04047, and .03069, respec-
tively. However, when the cutoff point of the query-term
co-occurrences is set to a high value, the number of included
co-occurring terms for visual analysis decreases dramatically.
Consequently, fewer related terms and their relationships are
displayed, observed, and analyzed in the visual space. By
ignoring these terms, one runs the risk of missing important
co-occurrences in the visual space.

Notice that the dimensionality of a visual configuration
also plays a role in affecting the stress value. For instance,
in a pilot study, the authors observed that when the dimen-
sionalities of the visual space for the focus keyword stomach
are set to 6, 5, 4, and 3, the corresponding stress values are
.07571, .08056, .10118, and .08396 respectively. This indi-
cates that when the dimensionality of the visual configuration
increases, the corresponding stress value tends to decrease.
In addition, the dimensionality increase of the visual configu-
ration (the maximum is 3) can increase the display room and
provide more angles from which to observe the displayed
objects in the visual space. On the other hand, increasing
the dimensionality of the visual configuration to more than
3 would result in a visual configuration that would be dif-
ficult to interpret. For these reasons, 3 is selected as the
dimensionality of the visual configuration for all cases in
the study.

The Minkowski metric (Korfhage, 1997) is used to cal-
culate a distance between two objects in the visual space,
which will be compared with their similarity in the proxim-
itymatrix. Selection of aMinkowskimetric impacts the stress
value of the MDS analysis. Given xi = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and
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xj = (b1, b2, . . . , bn), which represent two objects in a space,
the distance between them is defined as

dij =
(

n∑
r=1

(ar − br)
k

)1
k

, k = 1, . . . ,∞ (4)

In fact, the parameter k can determine a family of dis-
tances for the two objects, and each member of the distance
family may correspond to a different stress value. When k
is equal to 1, it is called the Manhattan distance measure, or
city-blockmeasure.When k is equal to 2, it becomes thewell-
knownEuclidean-distancemeasure,which is used to describe
the distance between two objects in a Euclidean space. When
k is equal to ∞, it becomes the supremum distance mea-
sure. It is worth pointing out that the change in the parameter
k does not change the similarity nature between two mea-
sured objects in the visual space. Instead, the change in k
does change the degree of similarity between two measured
objects in the visual space. As a result, the change has an
impact on the MDS stress value of a visual display. Based
on a pilot study, as the value of the parameter k increases,
the corresponding stress value usually increases, and vice
versa. Selection of k is at the discretion of the researchers.
In this study k is set to 2. Here n is the dimensionality of the
information space.

The above analysis suggests that in order to receive a satis-
factory stress value and sound visual configuration, one must
find a niche among appropriate cutoff points of query-term
co-occurrences, the dimensionality of the visual configura-
tion, and the parameter k of the Minkowski metric for the
multidimensional-scaling analysis. In all cases for the cur-
rent study, the Minkowski metric parameter k value was set
to 2 (see Equation 4). In the case of the focus keyword hip,
it was set to 1.

Results

Results of the MDS analysis follow for five frequently
entered query terms that represent topics with a range of co-
occurring terms. Outcomes are summarized as tables that
contain the values for the MDS outcomes (dimensionality,
R2 value, stress value), parameters used for the analysis (cut-
off point, number of terms), and resulting cluster assignments
of terms arising from the three-dimensional MDS outcomes,
which appear as accompanying figures. In addition to the
stress value, SPSS produces the squared correlation index
(R2), which is defined as the squared correlation of the input
distances with object distances in the visual space. When R2

is larger than or equal to .60, the results are usually considered
acceptable.A low stress value and high R2 value indicate that
the producedMDS results are sound and robust. Cutoff points
represent the threshold for inclusion of terms. For example,
a cutoff point of 3 indicates that a given term co-occurred
with at least 3 other terms in the query set. The cutoff points
make it possible to focus on a larger (lower cutoff point) or
smaller (higher cutoff point) number of terms. To keep the
MDS figures from becoming too cluttered, terms appearing

TABLE 1. Analysis summary for stomach.

Cutoff Final stress
point # of terms Dimensionality R2 value value

3 34 3 .98981 .08396

Identifiable clusters
C1 eat, pain, prevacid, upper
C2 acid, breast, cancer, effects, inhibitors, low, lower, pylori, reduction,

regular, scan, surgery, swollen, veins
C3 aches, bacterial, bloating, blood, causes, children, chronic, cramping,

lining, makes, severe, sick, side, symptoms, tissue

in each map have an assigned label, with its assigned term
appearing below the figure. All outcomes produced high R2

and low stress values, indicating a good fit and robust out-
come. In most cases, a large centralized cluster emerged, with
one or more specialized clusters on specific areas of interest
to searchers.

The first focus keyword investigated is stomach, with
results appearing in Table 1 and Figure 1. Note that three
clusters emerge based on visual inspection. Cluster C1 is
situated far away from the other clusters and is, therefore,
relatively independent. Stomach (v1), the selected focus key-
word, keeps roughly the same distance to other related words
in the visual space. This is due to the way a term related to a
selected focus keyword is defined.After stomachwas selected
as a focus keyword, a group of its related terms was defined
if they co-occurred with stomach. The terms that did not co-
occur with the selected focus keyword were not included in
the study. This suggests that the co-occurrence of the focus
keyword stomach with a co-occurring term is always equal
to the frequency of the related term. As a result, according
to the defined similarity measure and dissimilarity conver-
sion approach, the similarities between stomach and other
terms are always equal to 1, and the corresponding dissim-
ilarities are equal to 0. These other terms may or may not
co-occur with one another and will have similarity values
between 0 and 1.

The second selected focus keyword is cholesterol (v1;
Table 2 and Figure 2). Two main clusters emerge. Cluster C1
contains most of the terms and focuses on health conditions.
Some of the terms appearing in this cluster such as bad, cal-
culate, guidelines, heart, and find overlap almost completely.
Cluster C2, conversely, emphasizes dietary issues associated
with cholesterol.

The third focus keyword investigated is stroke (v1; Table 3
and Figure 3). Three discernible clusters emerged from the
MDS analysis. Clusters C1 and C2 deal with mortality and
treatment issues, respectively. C3, the largest cluster encom-
passes stroke symptoms, prevention, and rehabilitation.

The fourth outcome is for the focus keyword hip (v2;
Table 4 and Figure 4). The visual configuration of the four
identifiable clusters resembles a reverse “T.” In addition to a
broader cluster of terms that spans hip-related issues occu-
pying the center of the map, there are three more focused
clusters. Clusters C1, C2, and C3, respectively, represent
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FIG. 1. MDS outcome for stomach. Query terms: stomach(v1), acid(v2), inhibitors(3), bacterial(v4), cancer(v5), bloating(v6), reduction(v7), effects(v8),
surgery (v9), side(v10), pain(v11), upper(v12), aches(v13), chronic(v14), blood(v15), regular(v16), lining(v17), children(v18), severe(v19), cramping(v20),
scan(v21), veins(v22), lower(v23), causes(v24), swollen(v25), tissue(v26),makes(v27), eat(v28), sick(v29), prevacid(v30), breast(v31), pylori(v32), low(v33),
symptoms(v34).

TABLE 2. Analysis summary for cholesterol.

Cutoff Final stress
point # of terms Dimensionality R2 value value

2 27 3 .98684 .08643

Identifiable clusters
C1 aspirin, bad, blood, calculate, find, fish, good, guidelines, hdl, heart,

help, high, increase, ldl, level, levels, lower, lowering, reduce,
reduction, women

C2 diet, fat, foods, low, sodium

information requests for hip replacement, fractured or injured
hips, and other illnesses affecting hip joints (e.g., Mobius
syndrome).

The final focus keyword investigated is depression (v2;
Table 5 and Figure 5). The number of co-occurring terms
studied is smaller than for the other subject areas. There were
fewer queries that used depression as a term, and the range
of vocabulary for which more than one co-occurrence could
be identified was also smaller. Still, three clusters emerged,

each with a distinct focus. The three clusters yield a rough
equilateral triangle in the visual space, which suggests that
the degree to which they are related to each other in this
study is almost the same. The theme of cluster C1 is related
to adolescent depression and parental relationships. Cluster
C2 emphasizes the causes of depression, whereas cluster C3
focuses on medication for depression.

Discussion

Without a doubt, a traditional clustering approach such as
the K-means clustering algorithm can cluster objects. How-
ever, a visualization approach may have advantages over
a traditional clustering approach. The advantages not only
are reflected in the intuitiveness of the visual presentation,
but also in the multiple-perspective demonstrations for the
objects, as well as the interactivity. For instance, in the SPSS
3D visual environment people can rotate a produced visual
configuration and perceive it from any meaningful angle.
Unfortunately, due to space limitations, the investigators offer
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FIG. 2. MDS outcome for cholesterol. Query terms: cholesterol(v1), high(v2), fat(v3), sodium (v4), foods(v5), ldl(v6), lower(v7), diet (v8), bad(v9),
levels(v10), low (v11), calculate(v12), lowering(v13), blood(v14), guidelines(v15), hdl(v16), good(v17), heart(v18), fish(v19), reduction(v20), find(v21),
aspirin(v22), increase(v23), reduce(v24), level(v25), help(v26), women(v27).

TABLE 3. Analysis summary for stroke.

Cutoff Final stress
point # of terms Dimensionality R2 value value

2 33 3 .9876 .0749

Identifiable clusters
C1 large, leaving, mortality, rate
C2 help, hypnosis, mild, treatment, victim
C3 amounts, blood, brain, caused, corrective, facial, heat, high,

hydrocephalus, induced, institute, ischemic, migraine, national,
nerve, neurological, newest, prevention, rehabilitation, risk, side,
thrombolysis, twitching

only one snapshot from a given angle for a selected focus
keyword and its co-occurring terms. An object/area of inter-
est can be brought to the center of the visual space to be
observed in detail. As a result, some relationships among the
objects, which cannot be revealed in a traditional cluster-
ing approach, can be effectively revealed. For instance, for
the focus keyword stomach, a traditional hierarchical clus-
tering approach may produce the same three clusters and
subclusters, and a dendrogram tree may be provided for the
result display. But this display usually does not tell how

the three clusters are associated in terms of the similarity.
That is, it does not always reveal that the similarity/distance
between Clusters C3 and C1 may be much smaller than
that between Clusters C2 and C1. In addition, it does not
tell the shape and size of each of the clusters and the object
distribution within each of the clusters. These facts are very
important for people to understand the clustering results.
However, in the visual space, the answers to these questions
are easily found (see Figure 1). A visual configuration that
consists of the clusters and objects illustrates holistic infor-
mation,which transcends the clustering results of a traditional
approach.

It is apparent that the number of query terms varies. Term
co-occurrence analysis can be conducted using only multi-
term queries. The average number of search terms per query
in the investigated transaction log is 1.79 terms, based on
raw queries and excluding zero-term queries. Just over 50%
of submitted queries contain two or more terms, with a maxi-
mumof 42 terms.Approximately 99.9%of queries contain 10
or fewer terms. Even with the removal of single term queries,
the range of multi-term queries still presented over 193,000
queries that were eligible for the co-occurrence analysis.

Both high-frequency terms and low-frequency terms may
make a negative contribution to the clustering results. In
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FIG. 3. MDS outcome for stroke. Query terms: stroke(v1), risk(v2), mortality(v3), rate(v4), leaving(v5), large(v6), amounts(v7), blood(v8), mild(v9),
ischemic(v10), prevention(v11), side(v12), caused(v13), brain(v14), high(v15), hypnosis(v16), help(v17), victim(v18), treatment(v19), heat(v20),
national(v21), institute(v22), neurological(v23), newest(v24), corrective(v25), rehabilitation(v26), nerve(v27), hydrocephalus(v28), migraine(v29),
induced(v30), facial(v31), thrombolysis(v32), twitching(v33).

TABLE 4. Analysis summary for hip.

Cutoff Final stress
point # of terms Dimensionality R2 value valuea

2 31 3 0.98847 0.09078

Identifiable clusters
C1 builds, company, replacement
C2 care, fractured, growth, injury, plate
C3 capital, fracture, mobius, slipped, stress, syndrome
C4 avascular, bone, broken, bursitis, congenital, disease, fractures,

iliotibial, invasive, joint, knee, pain, replace, surgery, total, waist

aMinkowski parameter k = 1.

this study, low-frequency terms were excluded from further
consideration because they did not co-occur at a sufficient
level to warrant inclusion in the analysis. High-frequency
terms were usually stopwords, and, therefore, were excluded.
However, the exclusion of high-frequency terms was care-
fully scrutinized. Based on pilot-study outcomes, the authors
found the exclusion of some high-frequency terms led to a
dramatic decrease in the stress value, which can result in
rejection of the MDS results.

In this study, terms instead of phrases were considered
for clustering patterns. Because the Web-log cleaning work
was performed automatically, it was much easier to parse
terms than phrases. Parsing phrases manually is prohibitively

inefficient in a large transaction log. Also, parsing phrases
automatically requires a large, comprehensive, and complete
dictionary to support the process. For these reasons, the visu-
alization analysis was done at the term level. The authors
acknowledge that consideration of both terms and phrases
would make the results more dynamic.

The sizes of the proximity matrices for the five focus
keywords (stomach, hip, stroke, depression, and choles-
terol) were 34 × 34, 31 × 31, 33 × 33, 11 × 11, and 26 × 26,
respectively, which are easily handled by SPSS. The number
of terms selected for visualization kept the interpretation of
the findings and the display of the outcomes manageable.

The resulting clusters stemming from related terms co-
occurring with each focus keyword demonstrate patterns of
query-term usage. Notice that terms like guidelines and help,
which are not semantically related to a selected medical
term, are also included in several cases due to the nature
of transaction-log file. People usually search for medical
information to help them to solve medical problems they are
facing.

The five focus keywords generated five visual configura-
tions. The numbers of the displayed terms varied in the five
configurations, ranging from11 (depression) to 34 (stomach).
The numbers of the distinctive clusters in the five config-
urations ranged from 2 (cholesterol) to 4 (hip). Although
there were significant differences among the five visual
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FIG. 4. MDS outcome for hip. Query terms: invasive(v1), hip(v2), replacement(v3), total(v4), surgery(v5), pain(v6), broken(v7), fracture(v8), bursi-
tis(v9), congenital(v10), bone(v11), stress(v12), fractures(v13), avascular(v14), joint(v15), disease(v16), waist(v17), slipped(v18), capital(v19), replace(v20),
injury(v21), mobius(v22), syndrome(v23), iliotibial(v24), knee(v25), growth(v26), plate(v27), fractured(v28), care(v29), company(v30), builds(v31).

TABLE 5. Analysis summary for depression.

Cutoff Final stress
point # of terms Dimensionality R2 value value

2 11 3 .99739 .03166

Identifiable clusters
C1 adolescence, divorced, parents, relationship
C2 causes, delirium, loss, stress
C3 levels, medications

configurations, these focus keywords shared some common
themes. One theme was the use of terms related to symptoms,
such as cramping in the focus keyword stomach; twitching in
the focus keyword stroke; high-level hdl in the focus keyword
cholesterol; fracture in the focus keyword hip; and stress in
the focus keyword depression. Another theme was the inclu-
sion of terms related to medicines/drugs, such as prevacid in
the focus keyword stomach, and aspirin in the focus keyword
cholesterol. Another theme was the use of terms that related
to possible causes that can lead to problems, such as the use
of bacterial in the focus keyword stomach; fat and sodium in
the focus keyword cholesterol; slipped and broken bone
in the focus keyword hip; and divorced in the focus keyword
depression.

It is not surprising that there might be significant differ-
ences between groups of terms used by health-information
consumers and groups of related terms from medical and
health-related vocabularies, such as MeSH, used by medical
professionals. In order to identify whether differences exist,
MeSH entries associated with the focus keyword hip were
identified and compared with the co-occurring terms used
by HealthLink searchers. MeSH entries associated with hip
include body, regions, extremities, lower, extremity, buttocks,
foot, knee, leg, thigh, joint, pelvic, bones, os coxae, aseptic,
avascular, necrosis, femur, head, necrosis, coxa, injuries,
abnormalities, anatomy, histology, blood, supply, embry-
ology, growth, development, innervation, microbiology,
pathology, physiology, parasitology, radiography, radiation,
effects, radionuclide, imaging, surgery, ultrasonography, and
virology. In fact, the terms from MeSH included not only
main headings but also terms from other MeSH fields such
as annotation, scope, and allowable qualifiers.

Comparing this group of related terms from a medical
vocabulary with the group of the related terms from end users
of HealthLink, one finds that only a small portion of these
two sets overlap. If Equation 1 is used to measure the simi-
larity between the two sets, the similarity is just 25.81% for
hip. The eight shared terms in the two sets are hip, surgery,
bone, avascular, joint, injury, knee, and growth. Similarly,
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FIG. 5. MDS outcome for depression. Query terms: delirium(v1), depression(v2), causes(v3), loss(v4), relationship(v5), divorced(v6), parents(v7),
adolescence(v8), medications(v9), stress(v10), levels(v11).

the overlap between the two sets for the focus keyword stroke
is 30.30%. The shared terms are stroke,mortality, blood, pre-
vention, brain, neurological, rehabilitation, induced, nerve,
and ischemic. The similarity between the two sets of terms
for cholesterol is 18.52%. The shared terms are cholesterol,
fat, ldl, hdl, and blood. The overlap between the two sets of
the terms for depression is 18.18%. The only shared terms
are depression and stress. The overlap between the two sets
for the focus keyword stomach is only 11.76%. The shared
terms are stomach, acid, surgery, and blood. Using the same
method, we compared this group of the five focus keywords
with another clinically-oriented thesaurus, SNOMED CT
(Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine: Clinical Terms;
http://terminology.vetmed.vt.edu/SCT/menu.cfm),whichpro-
vides comprehensive clinical terminology. The comparison
results show that for the keyword hip there are four shared
terms (hip, bone, joint, and knee) with a similarity between
the two sets of 12.90%; for the focus keyword stroke there
are seven shared terms (stroke, blood, ischemic, side, brain,
neurological, and nerve) with a corresponding similarity of
21.21%; for the focus keyword cholesterol there are five
shared terms (cholesterol, high, ldl, low, and hdl) with a sim-
ilarity of 18.52%; for the focus keyword depression there are
three shared terms (depression, loss, and levels) with a simi-
larity of 27.27%; and for stomach there are only three shared
terms (stomach, lower, and upper) with a similarity of 8.82%.

Medical vocabularies are usually built on word roots, pre-
fixes, and suffixes in Latin and ancient Greek. It is a related,
independent, complex, huge, and unique system. Special
training is required to master medical vocabulary. Medi-
cal vocabulary is quite different from everyday language.
Because medical vocabulary can be highly specialized and
unfamiliar to health-information consumers, they tend to
use everyday language to represent their health-information
needs. For instance, terms like cardiac disease and exanthema
are mostly used by medical professionals, whereas heart dis-
ease and rash aremore likely to beusedbyhealth-information
consumers, although they represent the same medical con-
cepts, respectively. Furthermore, a medical-subject term in a
medical thesaurus coversmultiple perspectives of the subject,
ranging from associated human anatomy, conditions, pro-
cesses, procedures, tests, treatments, measurements, related
diseases, and so forth. Health-information consumers might
be interested in only a part of these perspectives.

The discussed approach can be extended to visualize the
evolution of a subject over a given period of time, data per-
mitting. Toward this aim, first, a time period is defined and
divided into several equal consecutive time sessions. For
each time session, a focus keyword of interest is selected,
the group of co-occurring terms is determined, and a visual
configuration for the group of terms, or a series of figures dis-
playing relationships representing each time slice, is created.
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From this series of figures, the evolution of a focus key-
word during the period can be observed. This strategy can
be applied to tracing a seasonally popular health issue, like
allergies, over the course of a year. In this case each month
or season is defined as a time slice to be visualized. From the
configuration changes in each visualization, one may observe
when information needs related to a seasonal health issue
occur, when they end, and how people respond to seasonal
health-information needs.

One can also compare the relevance or connection between
two medical terms of interest. This can be done by select-
ing two focus keywords separately, identifying co-occurring
terms for the two focus keywords, respectively, and creat-
ing two separate visual configurations. Next, the two sets
of co-occurring terms are merged into a single dataset and
an integrated visual configuration is produced. Comparison
of the three visual configurations would reveal how the two
focus keywords are relevant to one another in the contexts of
their co-occurring terms.

Finally, it is worth noting that one of the concerns of
an information-visualization presentation is the potential for
a cognitively overwhelming display of objects in a visual
space. If a visual space attempts to visually present an entire
database, this can certainly happen. If this does happen, it
would reduce the ability to discriminate between the dis-
played objects in the visual space. In a worst-case scenario,
an overwhelming number of objects in a visual space would
make the visual presentation unintelligible and meaningless.
Information overload was not an issue in the current study
because the displayed objects in the visual space were lim-
ited to focus keywords and their co-occurring terms, which
represent only a small portion of the overall dataset.

Conclusion

Multidimensional scaling, with its unique advantages over
traditional data-analysis approaches, offers much promise for
the visualization of search term and topic relationships. MDS
provides a semantic overview of investigated objects, vital
visual contexts of object relationships, and interactive mech-
anisms for information exploration. Web transaction logs
of searcher activities contain rich and valuable information
about user interactions. The information collected from these
logs can be used for a variety of purposes ranging from under-
standing users’ information-seeking behaviors, to optimiza-
tion of a portal/system information contents and services, to
server security issues. These techniques and approaches also
can be applied to the important application domain of health
informatics to solve problems in the field.

Motivated by this potential, the authors conducted an
investigation in which multidimensional scaling was used to
analyze a log data file from the health-information consumer-
oriented portal HealthLink. Five focus keywords, stomach,
stroke, hip, depression, and cholesterol, were selected and
analyzed. Terms that co-occurred in queries with the selected
focus keywords were identified and visualized in the
multidimensional-scaling visual space. Clusters within each

of the term groups were identified and analyzed.A pilot study
was conducted to determine the impact of the dimensionality
of the visual space, the cutoff point of term co-occurrence,
and the parameter power (k) of the Minkowski metric on the
stress value used to measure the quality of the visual con-
figuration. The outcomes of each visualization demonstrated
close relationships among groups of terms used.

It is not surprising that the visual configurations of the
five focus keywords and their co-occurring terms vary. The
differences arise from the fact that the semantic strengths
between a focus keyword and its co-occurring terms are dif-
ferent, and the semantic connections among the co-occurring
terms also vary in the five focus keywords. These factors
contribute to the position of a projected term in the three-
dimensional visual space. It is the three-dimensional visual
space that can fully illustrate these differences among the dis-
played terms, enabling people to observe the nuances among
the displayed related terms.

The study demonstrates that query terms under a medical
subject usually can be categorized into 2–4 clusters. There is
usually a relatively large concentrated group of terms, with
one or more specialized clusters.

This study confirms the claim that health-information con-
sumers frequently use terms that differ from those used
by medical professionals to describe health-related concepts
(Zeng & Tse, 2006). The low similarity between a term set
defined by user query terms and a vocabulary set defined by
either the MeSH thesaurus or SNOMED-CT thesaurus shows
that there are significant differences between medical profes-
sionals and common health-information consumers in terms
of health-related terminology across all investigated terms.

Consumer health-information-seeking behaviors are bet-
ter understood in terms of the selected medical subjects.
These terms from the user queries focus more on symptoms,
medical assistance, causes of a disease, foods and medicines
related to disease prevention and treatment, medical test
results, and so on. The findings allow doctors and health
professionals to better understand and serve their consumers.

By analyzing and examining identified related terms and
clusters, new potential terms can be identified for the con-
struction and revision of thesauri and classification systems
using the non–overlapping sets. For instance, for the focus
keyword hip, the suggested terms are replacement, bursitis,
congenital, and iliotibial.

Administrators of health-information portals can also ben-
efit from these findings. Because the focus keywords studied
arise directly from users’ queries and also maintain high fre-
quencies, these are clearly topics inwhich health-information
consumers are highly interested. Therefore, these, and simi-
larly popular subject topics, could be highlighted and empha-
sized by putting them in more prominent locations of their
sitemaps and top levels of subject directories. Related articles
and news could be arranged in salient and more noticeable
locations in the Web sites.

The findings can also help Webmasters of health-
information portals to enhance search features by integrat-
ing and providing related terms in the search windows.
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For instance, if users search on the topic of depression,
the search window could provide a group of related terms
(delirium, causes, loss, relationship, divorced, parents, ado-
lescence,medications, stress, and levels) to the users. If users
modify their search strategies by choosing any term from the
list, say adolescence, its related terms appearing in the same
subcluster, such as relationship, divorced, and parents, are
provided for the users to further explore.

The study results show that the proposed research method
is feasible, sound, and applicable. Researchers can apply the
method to different medical subjects of interest.

In future investigations, the authors plan to examine
changes in relationships among focus keywords and their
co-occurring terms in queries over time. Also, changes in
the relative frequency of term usage will be studied to
identify popular search topics and vocabulary that may be
seasonal or that result from current health-related events.
This would represent a way to monitor health-information-
consumer response to disease or of symptoms. Along the
same line, the dynamic changes of co-occurring consumer
health-query terms and their corresponding subject terms in
the medical thesauri over time also can be examined. When
epidemic or endemic diseases such as influenza, bird flu,West
Nile virus, infectious forms of diarrhea, and so on, occur, pub-
lic health workers can use this method to monitor potential
outbreaks or increases. This information can be used to plan
and implement preventive measures or to make information
on these topics more readily available.
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